
H2H3 RUN #422 – 12th October 2019 

Location:  Off the Black Mountain Road and close to Taipan Resort. 

GPS Coordinates:  N 12.621958, E 99.903593 
Google Map Link:  https://goo.gl/maps/KpkMdJLXjWwmQY6o6 
 

Hares:  Sloppy Camel & Party Balloons assisted by Cathusalem 
Hash Snacks:  Party Balloons 

Tax Collector:  Tinks 

Ice Man:  Tinks 

Hash Scribe: Tinks 

NUMBER OF HASHERS: 34 

Pre-Hash and Briefing 

A return to the Thai Boxing Orphanage located in an old quarry past the Big Boom Farm Cock 
Fighting Centre and the Taipan Resort.  The weather was being kind to us today and as the 
beer was being unloaded and iced the hounds arrived mostly in time to pay their taxes and be 
ready for the customary briefing from the Hares.  It was great to see Ballbanger and Dragon 
Tail back on the Hash.  Sloppy Camel advised that we had three trails, short, medium and long.  
No particular hazards except we may come across a herd of Water Buffalo, a few yappy dogs.  
The Rambo trail is a little sparse on paper in one area as a result of running out of paper and 
there is a barbed wire crossing.  Cathusalem explained that False Trails did not mean go back 
to the last check but to back track and look for other possibilities.  Shortly after 4:30 the 
pack set off onto the tarmac road and went left.     

The TRAIL 

A short distance up the road and the trail went left and wandered through thick bushland and 
trees with a couple of checks before coming to the Short Walk split (1.3 km from Start) which 



several hounds opted to take.  The 
trail continued heading upwards 
through similar vegetation for 
another 600 metres to the Rambo 
split.  The Rambo trail headed left 
and upwards.  It was on this stage 
that Bush Whacker passed me 
having taken a false trail and spent 
a long time looking for true trail.   
Now being the rear gunner, I 
headed on upwards and then 
downwards through trees and 
came across Head Ball Cock 
struggling to find paper.  Soon 
back on trail we continued our way 
until we lost paper again.  Was this the sparse area we had been told about?  With calsl of “Äre 
You” we heard Cathusalem guiding us in the right direction.  Under the barbed wire fence and 
then right onto the old road still shown on Google maps as drivable.  On up to the top and the 
merge point (the Rambo loop being 1.2 km) then down on a familiar track towards home.  But 
somewhere he we should have turn right which would have brought us out on the short walk 
trail home.  Not sure about this as we didn’t find any trail so carried on down the road having 
seen Screwdriver and Master Baker in 
the distance to arrive back home last.        

Pre-Circle  

By the time Head Ball Cock and I had 
arrived back  in only just over an hour we 
found the snacks had all gone and so it 
was crisps washed down with cold beer.  
It would appear the short walkers were 
back in 30 minutes or less.  Having 
returned early several hashers 
disappeared before the circle was called.  
Butt Out was signing a get on with it for 
the circle, which was convened shortly 
thereafter, and down downs warded 

The CIRCLE - Down Downs by GM 

Hares:  Sloppy Camel, Party Balloons and Cathusalem for assistance.  
Hash Snacks – Party Balloons 



No Snacks for the GM: Legs Wide Open 
Returners: Spook, Black Diamond, 
Miserable Dave, Black Buttocks, Dutchy, 
Donga. VD.  
Teapotters:  Dutchy, Miserable Dave 
Visitor: Damp Patch (ex Abudhabi) 
 
 

Down Downs from the Circle 

Screwdriver - Double Centenarian:  Butt 
Out 
Jock Twat: Mean GM for donation 
proposal, plus JT, Brambles. 
Dutchy: thanks to my Hash Minder for the Day - Sloppy Camel 
 
Next Week’s CAH3 Run: Hare: Butt Out – off the Springfield Road 1001 similar area as past 
two weeks with On After at the Billabong. 
 
The ON-After 
A group of around 18 made their way to the Restaurant located on Soi 2.  Unfortunately, the 
service was slow and some orders I believe were canceled.  Bush Whacker and Hoover although 
arriving first waited patiently to be served last.  The pizzas were good apparently, but the 
curries a little too spicy and the carbonara too salty. 

On On  
Tinks 


